Top Payment Platform Token, WadzPay (WTK), to List at BitMart
WadzPay (WTK), a revolutionary payment solution token, will debut at BitMart, a
premier global digital asset trading platform, at 3:00 AM on November 5, 2020 (EST).
BitMart users will be able to purchase WTK with 30% off within a 24-hour flash sale.
The trading will be available at 3:00 AM on November 9, 2020 (EST).
WadzPay is a blockchain-based payments platform that plans to support all Digital
Currencies, including Cryptocurrencies, e-Currencies and Sovereign Currencies (e.g. eYuan). By applying advanced blockchain tech, the data-driven platform enables faster,
hassle-free transactions that mutually benefit all stakeholders involved in the transaction
lifecycle. WadzPay products and solutions are designed to revolutionize the payment
ecosystem, with the mission to help merchants eliminate traditional intermediaries and
payment hubs to operate on a low-cost framework.
WadzPay believes that reliant on the core principle of decentralization, blockchain
provides an opportunity to break through into different payment service layers and
enhance overall service efficiency to consumers by saving on time, costs and helping to
decentralize accounting and financial management. This, in turn, will elevate consumer
experience to a whole new level. WadzPay is automating almost the entire transaction
lifecycle using blockchain. This enables us to manage the cost of running such a
powerful network and pass these benefits to our WadzPay community.
Anish Jain, Founder and CEO of WadzPay, believes that WadzPay will become THE
Transaction Layer for Digital Currency based payments. “We’re happy to bring our
revolutionary smart digital payment ecosystem token to investors at BitMart exchange.
WadzPay aims to build direct relationships between retailers and consumers, which will
result in faster and cheaper settlements, control and ownership over your data, and a
seamless consumer experience,” says him.
“BitMart resonates with WadzPay’s blueprint that cryptocurrency payments have the
potential of creating a more borderless and globalized economy,” says Sheldon Xia,
Founder and CEO of BitMart, “We are pleased to list WadzPay (WTK), a revolutionary
payment solution token that builds direct and reliable relationships between merchants,
businesses and consumers. It’s also a great opportunity to provide our users with
diverse investing choices.”

